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Papers to Read

• (Transformer) Attention Is All You Need

• (GPT) Improving Language Understanding by Generative Pre-training

• (BERT) BERT: Pre-training of Deep Bidirectional Transformer for Language
Understanding

• (GPT-2) Language Models are Unsupervised Multitask Learners

• (GPT-3) Language Models are Few-Shot Learners

• (GPT-3.5) Training Language Models to follow Instructions with Human
Feedbacks

• (GPT-4) GPT-4 Technical Report
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BERT vs. GPT

(a)	BERT	(encoder-only) (b)	GPT	(decoder-only)

• BERT is encoder; GPT is decoder (so BERT is NOT a generative model)
• BERT predicts randomly-sampled middle word; GPT predicts the next word
• BERT is NOT auto-regressive; GPT is auto-regressive
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Pretraining-Finetuning-Inference

• Models and data are becoming larger and larger:
▶ Pre-training: hours to days → weeks to months
▶ Fine-tuning: minutes to hours → days to weeks/months
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Pretraining Task

• Predict masked words: next words (GPT, harder) or
middle words given context (BERT, easier)

• It is harder to predict the future than the past
▶ Because of this, GPT is better towards AGI than

BERT (in the sence of zero-shot learning), though
the latter does better on certain tasks (supervised
learning).
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Generative Pre-Training (GPT) — Pretraining Tasks
• 110M parameters

• GPT is open-sourced

• Unsupervised pre-training through a language model:

min
Θ

Ê− log
m∏
j=1

p(xj|x1, . . . ,xj−1; Θ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
log-likelihood of predicting next word

▶ Given the context consisting of previous tokens
x1, . . . ,xj−1 (prompt + previously output tokens),
predict the current token xj

————————
A. Radford et al. “Improving Language Understanding by generative pre-training”. 2018.
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Fine-tuning Tasks

• Supervised fine-tuning with task-aware transformations:

min
Θ

−Ê log p(y|X1:m; Θ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
task-aware supervised loss

−λÊ log
m∏
j=1

p(xj|X1:j−1; Θ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
pretraining loss

,

▶ Classification: classify a given text into a class
▶ Entailment: determining whether a piece of text (hypothesis) contradicts or

logically follows from another piece of text (premise)
▶ Similarity: predicting whether two sentences are semantically equivalent or not
▶ Multiple Choice: given a context and N possible answers, choose the correct

answer
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Task-dependent Architecture

• Early version of GPT requires task-dependent architecture. More recent versions
do not require it as models become larger:
▶ Can directly ask GPT: “Whether (Premise) and (Hypothesis) are contradictory?”
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Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers

(BERT)

• BERTBASE: N = 12, d = 768, h = 12. Total Parameters=110M
• BERTLARGE: N = 24, d = 1024, h = 16, Total Parameters=340M

————————
J. Devlin et al. “BERT: Pre-training of Deep Bidirectional Transformers for Language Understanding”. In: Proceedings
of the 2019 Conference of the North American Chapter of the Association for Computational Linguistics. 2019.
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Pretraining Task A

• Masked Language Model (Masked LM)
▶ Randomly select 15% input tokens, change to [Mask]
▶ Add softmax to predict the [Mask] tokens
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Pretraining Task B

• Next Sentence Prediction (NSP)
▶ Given two sentences A and B, 50% of the time B is the actual next sentence that

follows A (labeled as IsNext), and 50% of the time it is a random sentence
(labeled as NotNext).

▶ A binary classification task (IsNext or NotNext)

• The losses for Masked LM and NSP tasks are weighted summed and minimized.
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Performance

• BERTBASE and OpenAI GPT has comparable number of parameters, but
BERTBASE’s GLUE score is better.
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BERT → RoBERTa
• Training the model longer, with bigger batches, over more data
• Removing the next sentence prediction (NSP) objective
• Training on longer sequences

————————
Y. Liu et al. “RoBERTa: A Robustly Optimized BERT Pretraining Approach”. 2019.
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BERT/RoBERTa → Sentence-BERT/RoBERTa
• In the similarity task of BERT, two sentences are passed to the transformer

▶ Given N sentences, there are sentence-pairs as many as
(
N
2

)
▶ 10,000 sentences requires about 50M times of inference (65 hours) with BERT

• Sentence-Transformer: a twin network
▶ Can save the representations for future use
▶ 50M → 10K times of inference
▶ 65 hours → 5 seconds

————————
N. Reimers and I. Gurevych. “Sentence-BERT: Sentence Embeddings using Siamese BERT-Networks”. 2019.
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GPT-2 and Zero-shot Learning

• Introduce a new dataset of
millions of webpages called
WebText

• A 1.5B-parameter Transformer
(10× larger than GPT-1)

• Training method is same as GPT

• GPT-2 performs on par with
BERT on finetuning tasks

• However, GPT-2 is good at
zero-shot learning

• GPT-2 is open-sourced

https://beta.openai.com/examples
T. Brown et al. “Language Models are Few-Shot Learners”. In: Advances in Neural Information Processing Systems. 2020, pp. 1877–1901.

L18 26/30
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GPT-3
• Training method is same as GPT and GPT-2
• A 175B-parameter Transformer (100× larger than GPT-2)
• Interesting new phenomenon (appearing only when network is large enough)

▶ In-context learning
▶ Chain-of-thought
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In-context Learning

• That is, giving a few examples in the prompt helps!

• Don’t need task-specific network architecture as BERT and GPT-1
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Chain-of-thought

• That is, giving reasoning process in the prompt helps!
• Human labeling chain-of-thought is costly; Motivate a new research direction:
prompt tuning/engineering

• Simply adding “Let’s think step by step” in the prompt without a reasoning
process can also improve performance!

————————
J. Wei et al. “Chain-of-Thought Prompting Elicits Reasoning in Large Language Models”. 2022
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GPT-3: Language Modeling ̸= Following Human Instructions

————————
L. Ouyang et al. “Training language models to follow instructions with human feedback”. 2022
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GPT-3.5: Reinforcement Learning from Human Feedback

• An agent interacts with an environment by taking actions in a state

• The environment returns a reward for the action and a new state

• Agent uses a policy function: state → action, to choose an action at a given state
▶ state = prompt
▶ action = output of LLM
▶ policy function = LLM
▶ reward = levels of matching human feedback
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Reinforcement Learning from Human Feedback (RLHF)
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Reinforcement Learning from Human Feedback (Step 1)

• Collect demonstration data, and train a
supervised policy
▶ Humans provide demonstrations of the desired

behavior on the input prompt distribution
▶ Fine-tune a pretrained GPT-3 model on this data

using supervised learning (get SFT model)
▶ The same as supervised fine-tuning, to overfit

humans’ values (e.g., less harmful)
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GPT 3.5: Language Modeling = Following Human Instructions
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Reinforcement Learning from Human Feedback (Step 2)
• Collect comparison data, and train a reward
model
▶ Collect a dataset of comparisons between model

outputs, where labelers indicate which one among K
outputs that they prefer for a given input

▶ Train a reward model (RM) to predict the human
preference r(x, y) (real-valued)

• Pair-wise comparison loss to train reward model rθ:

loss(θ) = − 1(
K
2

)E(x,yw,yl)[log(σ(rθ(x, yw)− rθ(x, yl)))]

▶ x is the prompt/input
▶ yw is the preferred output in (yw, yl)
▶ σ is the Sigmoid function
▶ Encourage rθ(x, yw) ≫ rθ(x, yl) by the Logistic loss
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Why RM Model?

Bananas	are	a	yellow	fruit	that	
usually	grow	on	trees	and	are	
very	beloved	by	monkeys.

Bananas	are	very	sour,	and	are	
rich	in	mineral	elements.

Annotator	1 Annotator	2 Annotator	1 Annotator	2

5	points 4	points 0.5	points 1 points

What	is	the	score?

Sentence	A Sentence	B

• Annotators are hard to give an absolute score for a given sentence
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Why RM Model?

Bananas	are	a	yellow	fruit	that	
usually	grow	on	trees	and	are	
very	beloved	by	monkeys.

Bananas	are	very	sour,	and	are	
rich	in	mineral	elements.

Annotator	1 Annotator	2 Annotator	1 Annotator	2

A	>	B A	>	B

Sentence	A Sentence	B

A	>	B A	>	B

• However, ranking is a discrete reward
▶ RL algorithm suffers from discrete 0-1 reward

• RM model fits the discrete reward and outputs a real-valued reward
▶ Let ChatGPT know how much better sentence A is compared to B
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Design of Human-Computer Interface
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Design of Human-Computer Interface
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Reinforcement Learning from Human Feedback (Step 3)

• Optimize a policy against the reward model
using Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO)
▶ Use the output of the reward model as a scalar

reward
▶ Fine-tune LLM to optimize this reward using a

reinforcement learning algorithm

• Maximize objective:

max
ϕ

E(x,y)[ rθ(x, y)︸ ︷︷ ︸
maximize reward

−β log(πRL
ϕ (y|x)/πSFT(y|x))]︸ ︷︷ ︸

model is close to SFT model

+

γ E[log(πRL
ϕ (x))]︸ ︷︷ ︸

pretraining loss
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Performance
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ChatGPT (based on GPT-3.5)

https://chat.openai.com/chat
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GitHub Copilot (based on GPT-3.5)

https://github.com/features/copilot
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GPT-4
• Released on March 14, 2023
• Multi-modality: allow images and texts as inputs, and texts as outputs
• The technical report provides no training details

▶ Model size is unclear
▶ New training technique is unclear
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